Mission of the Undergraduate Program in Science, Technology, and Society
The Program in Science, Technology, and Society (STS) aims to provide students with an interdisciplinary framework through which to understand the complex interactions of science, technology and the social world. To major in STS, students work through a common core of courses drawn from the social sciences, the humanities, the natural and physical sciences and engineering. Students pursue coursework in one of five specialized areas:
• Communication and Media
• Innovation and Organization
• Nature and Environment
• Life Sciences and Health
• Politics and Policy
Students may also undertake research in affiliated laboratories and through the honors program for course units. All students complete a capstone project, either by taking one of the senior capstone courses (STS 200) or by applying for and completing an STS honors thesis. Students are encouraged to pursue mastery in at least one field from within the humanities or social sciences and at least one field from within the sciences or engineering. Majors may declare either a B.A. or a B.S. degree (see the specific requirements for each degree). The Program's affiliated faculty represent over a dozen departments, including Anthropology, Communication, Computer Science, Education, Electrical Engineering, History, Law, Management Science and Engineering, Political Science and Sociology. By learning to bring such a rich collection of disciplinary approaches to bear on questions of science and technology, students graduate uniquely equipped to succeed in professions that demand fluency with both technical and social frameworks. Recent graduates of STS have entered top-ranked Ph.D. and MBA programs and forged successful careers in a variety of fields, including business, engineering, law, public service, medicine and academia.
Learning Outcomes (Undergraduate)
The Program expects undergraduate majors to be able to demonstrate the following learning outcomes. These learning outcomes are used in evaluating students and the Program in Science, Technology, and Society.
Students are expected to demonstrate:
1. A knowledge of core theories and methods in the interdisciplinary field of STS.
2. An ability to deploy these theories and methods to analyze interactions between science, technology and society in particular historical and cultural contexts.
3. An ability to critically evaluate empirical evidence and theoretical claims in STS-related debates.
4. An ability to communicate clearly and persuasively about STS issues to a general audience in multiple media including oral presentation and writing.
Advising and Course Selection
The Program in Science, Technology, and Society offers an advising process that includes faculty, staff and peer advisers. Prospective majors must first meet with a peer adviser and then with the Program's Student Services Officer to determine which degree they will pursue (the B.A. or B.S.) and how they will fulfill the Program's basic requirements. When they are ready to declare, they meet with the Program's Student Services Officer to submit their degree plan and then the Associate Director reviews the coursework for intellectual coherence. Majors are then assigned to a faculty adviser who serves as an intellectual mentor and helps them identify the core questions driving their interest in the field. The Program also sponsors a wide variety of events designed to help students meet their colleagues and Program alumni, discover research and internship opportunities, and make their way toward the career of their choice.
STS Core
The program offers a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science in Science, Technology, and Society. Both degree programs require that the student complete the STS Core.
Units
With a grade of 'C' or higher in each course, complete 8 courses satisfying the following requirements:
A. Gateway Requirement
STS 1 The Public Life of Science and Technology 4
B. Disciplinary Requirement
Six courses; one of these courses must be a STS WIM course and at least one of these courses must be a STS Global course. 
Concentration Areas
In addition to the Core requirements common to all STS students, A student pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree must take at least 8 classes from the Technical Course menu, and at least 4 classes from the Socio-Cultural Course menus, including at least 3 designated as Foundational.
Students in both degree programs are encouraged to pursue sequences of courses that build on one another to increase the coherence of their program and give depth to their skill set and knowledge related to STS.
Alternatively, subject to program approval, a student may choose to design a self-designed concentration. Students interested in designing their own concentration must work with the associate director and have their proposal approved at least 2 quarters prior to your graduating quarter. A proposal (5 to 10 pages) should (a) describe your intellectual objectives in detail, (b) explain why a self-designed concentration is the optimal way to pursue these objectives (as opposed to the five STS concentrations or other majors at Stanford), and (c) list at least 12 courses and 50 units that comprise the plan of study. Students with a self-designed concentration must fulfill the same core requirements as other STS students. More information can be found on the STS website (https://sts.stanford.edu/major-sts/thematic-concentrations).
Each student's Concentration Area, certified or self-designed, requires the approval of the STS Associate Director. 
Concentration Area Course Lists Communication and Media

Admission
Students are encouraged to apply to the STS honors program during the Spring Quarter of their junior year. Late application is considered up to the add/drop deadline of the Autumn Quarter of their senior year.
For Majors in Science, Technology, and Society
In preparation for applying to the honors program in STS, students should:
1. Select an area of research interest in STS, prepare related research questions, and identify potential faculty advisers for an honors thesis based on those questions. 
For Majors in Other Departments and Programs
In addition to the requirements for STS majors, applicants from other departments should:
1. Meet with the honors program director as early as possible to ensure that they have sufficient background in relevant analytical and methodological approaches. 
Interdisciplinary Honors Requirements
To graduate with Interdisciplinary Honors in STS, seniors in the honors program need to meet the following criteria: 
